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 Kamala Markandaya is born as Kamala Purnaiya in 1924 in Chimakurthi, a small southern 

village in India. Kamala Markandaya is her pseudonym.  Markandaya is a student at the University 

of Madras, where she studied history. While studying at the university, she worked as a journalist, 

writing short fiction stories. She married Bertrand Taylor, a native Englishman. Kamala 

Markandaya is respected by many for her outspoken voice among the Indian people and has often 

been credited by many for bringing recognition to Indian literature. Charles Larson of American 

University in Washington wrote, “Most Americans’ perception of India came through Kamala 

Markandaya. She helped forge the image of India for American readers in schools and books 

clubs.” 

 Culture conflict is one of the issues of India since times immemorial. Indians always have a 

tendency to accept the best from any cultures that has entered Indian soil right from Alexander to 

the English people. Almost every educated Indian today is the product of the conflicts and 

reconciliations of two cultures, although the consciousness of this tension varies from individual to 

individual. The definition of East and West may have different connotations with different writers 

and with different characters of the same writer but it is a throbbing theme for many of the Indian 

writers is certain. The theme of East-West encounter refers to the conflicts and reconciliation of 

two cultures. Kamala Markandaya has no doubt a strong urge for the union and reconciliation, but 

the ultimate result is obvious.  C.D Narasimhaiah rightly opines:  

Generally her novels reflect her strong penchant for Indian values as against the 

spiritual impoverishment of English society, but Indians are not spared. Actually her 

good men and women come from both cultures. (“Other Indian Literatures-

English,” comparative Indian Literature.vol.2 ed. K.M.George; P.132) 
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Kamala Markandaya is born and brought up in India and settled finally in England after her 

marriage. Hence her presentation of the East-West conflict, anxiety and culture is characterized by 

her own experiences. Another land mark in her presentation of this theme is her neutrality of a 

detached observer. She does not show favour either to the East or to the West. She also brings the 

various points of weakness and strength of both the cultures. She also deals with East-West 

Encounter theme settings, whether it is England or India, whether it is a family or in a city, the 

barriers of arrogance, colour and cultural differences keep the East and the West apart.  

Kamala Markandaya is one of the famous woman novelists of Indian origin writing in 

English. She won international fame and recognition with her first novel, Nectar in a Sieve in 1954. 

The title Nectar in a Sieve has been derived from Coleridge’s famous lines which the novelist has 

used as a kind of Prelude to her novel on rural India:  

Work without hope draws Nectar in a Sieve 

 And hope without an object can not live. 

The couplet gives an apt and clearly expressed description of the Novel. Nectar means the drink of 

the Gods (amrit). This drink is the source of joy, peace and contentment. Sieve means a small 

circular utensil with holes at the bottom. It is used to separate grain from chaff. Nectar in a Sieve is 

the story of Rukmani’s experiences in life. Nathan is Rukmani’s husband. He is a tenant farmer. 

Nathan and Rukmani symbolize the East where as the rapid industrialization and Dr. Kennington 

represents the West. Rukmani’s father is a headman of his village. At the time of Rukmani’s 

marriage his administrative power has been shifted from himself to the newly appointed revenue 

collector. Hence Rukmani’s father hands his youngest daughter Rukmani over to Nathan, a poor 

tenant farmer. The early years of their married life pass peacefully and lovingly. Rukmani is 

blessed with a daughter Ira but her husband badly wants a son to continue the family line. Then 

Rukmani consults Dr. Kenny, a Whiteman. He is a sympathetic man and with the help of the 

treatment given by him she conceives again one after the other, she gives birth to six sons. The 

eldest is Arjun, then Thambi, Raja, Murugan, Selvam and Kuti. Nathan’s family lives always under 

the shadow of fear-fear of poor monsoon.  
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The calm and quiet life of the village is disturbed when a tannery is established in the village. One 

day Arjun comes running with the news, hundreds of men pulling down housed around the maidan 

and there is a long line of bullock carts carrying bricks. Nathan says: “It is new tannery they are 

building. I had heard rumours.” (P : 29). Though it generates jobs for a large number of young men 

in the village, it also creates a large number of complications in the village life. Dr. Arun Pattanaik 

remarks: 

The peace of the village is disturbed by the arrival of townsmen to build a tannery 

there. The evils of industrialization like inflation and ugliness grow rapidly.  ( Dr. 

Arun Pattanaik Kamala Markandaya : A Critical Study .P : 80 ) 

Soon the tannery begins to expand. The owner of the tannery starts purchasing the 

neighbouring lands. Since Rukmani is not affordable to pay the rent to the landlord, they are 

evacuated from the land. Then Nathan and Rukmani decide to go to their son Murugan who works 

in the city and seek shelter. Rukmani says: “We must go to Murugan. He has a good job. I am sure 

he will welcome his parents.” (P: 138) Kamala Markandaya points out how people of the East 

suffer due to industrialization and they lose their lands due to expansion of the tannery. So they 

start to city for food and shelter. As M.K. Bhatnagar observes: 

Markandaya has constantly been preoccupied by the East-West conflict of modes 

and convictions of which she herself is a living example. This clash between the 

Eastern and Western values leads to an inevitable quest for identity. ( 

M.K.Bhatnagar : Kamala Markandaya : A Critical Spectrum, P : 156) 

Nathan and Rukmani go to the city with heavy hearts and equally heavy feet. They try to 

locate their son in the city but fail. Then they seek shelter in a temple where the priest gives them 

something to eat. At night their bundles of clothes are stolen. They continue to search for their son 

and at last with the help of a little orphan boy Puli they reach their son’s house. “We are Murugan’s 

parents”, Nathan said gently. “You must be his wife.” (P: 162) 
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But they do not find him because he has already deserted his wife and children. Ammu, is the 

wife of their son Murugan. They realize she cannot give them shelter. They go back to the temple 

and live on charity like beggars.  P.S.Chauhan comments, “The city becomes the symbol of 

violence and inhumanity.” ( Chauhan. P.S. “ Kamala Markandaya: Sense and Sensibility.”P : 134-

147). They decide to earn enough money to afford the return fare to the village. One day Rukmani 

thinks she sets herself up as a reader of letters such as there are in most villages and surely also in 

cities. She sits by the side of the road leading to the bazzar calling to those who passed, adding to 

the general clamour. By the end of the day she earns two annas and she spends it on a rice cake for 

them to eat in the morning. 

“One day Puli asked them, Have you no wish to earn more?”  (P: 171) “There is a 

stone quarry”, he said, “not far from here stone breakers earn good wages.” (P: 

172) 

To earn money they break stones in the quarry. One day Nathan is drenched with rain water. 

He develops a high fever soon breathes his last. Despite all her suffering, her struggle against all 

odds, she returns to the village with the orphan boy Puli. In the village her son Selvam and her 

daughter Ira warmly welcome her. Selvam takes good care of his mother. Dr.Kenny is an English 

social worker, who loves the Indian people. But he feels sad for their passive acceptance of life. He 

painly tells Rukmani:”I go when I am tired of your follies and stupidities, your external, shameful 

poverty. I can only take you people in small doses. ”(P: 74) In these words of Kenny, there is a real 

pain over the miseries of the poor innocent people Dr. Kenny does not like the Indian philosophy of 

fasting for the purification of the soul. When Rukmani tells him about the Indian priests, fasting 

and inflicting on themselves severe punishment he exclaims with disgust: “My God!” “I do not 

understand you. I never will. Go, before I too an entangled in your philosophies.”     (P: 114) 

These conversations between Dr.Kenny and Rukmani throw enough light on the clear 

perspective of the Eastern and the Western outlook of the life. Dr. Kenny’s presence in the village 

creates a sense of confidence among the villagers. Persons like Dr. Kenny serve as bridges between 
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the East and the West. The people like Kenny of the West are sincerely concerned about the 

sufferings of the East people. Dr. Arun Pattanaik observes:  

Kenny is one of the most liberal and lovable English man portrayed by both 

British and Indian Novelists. With his progressive enlightenment and 

philanthropic work Kenny wants to heal the physical sickness of the village folk 

and modernize or rather Westernize their outlook. (Kamala Markandaya: A 

Critical Study, P: 187) 

Dr. Kenny helps Rukmani and her family a lot. He gives assistant job to her son Selvam in 

his hospital. Selvam is well pleased with his work. He is being well looked after and Kenny has no 

cause for his anxiety. Dr.Kenny collects a large sum of money from England for building a hospital 

in Rukmani’s village. Dr. Kenny tells Rukmani : “ Part of it came from my country and my people, 

part of it from yours. Why do you look puzzled? ” (P: 115) 

A glaring contrast comes to light between the Eastern and the Western cultures, When Kamala 

Markandaya points out that the people of the East are passive and submissive, where as the people 

of the West are active and conscious of their right.  

In the East woman marriage is a sacrament whereas in the West marriage is simply a 

contract. Dr. Kenny tells Rukmani: “My wife has left me, my sons have been taught to forget me.” 

(P: 111). Kamala Markandaya presents the West as trying to energize the East by exhorting its 

people to rise to the occasion and activate themselves for the struggle for their basic rights. Besides 

people like Dr.Kenny, tannery stands as a symbol of Western influence on Indian society. It gives 

them new vigor, strength and energy taking away the spirit in them, thus making them skeletons. 

Nectar in a Sieve presents the physical and material variations of the two cultures.  The theme of 

East –West encounter is presented in the context of rural India in Nectar in a Sieve. The problem of 

Rukmani and her family in village and city life is portrayed as East –West encounter. Kamala 

Markandaya clearly expresses the struggles of poor peasants, their frustrations due to 

industrilisation that takes away their livelihood. She brings English man to India who is looked 

with curiosity and contempt by the Indians. Dr. Kenny is an English man in Nectar in a Sieve and 
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he helps Rukmani’s family and poor peasants in the village. He stands as a symbol of western 

influence on Indian society. 
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